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ver the past ferv vears many self-stvletl futurists have been
fervently predicting that the Internet's ability to enhance
communications between the principals in a commercial real

estatetransaction will lead directly towidespread "disintermediation"
in which all traditional intermediaries will become extinct. Obviously
such su,t'eping prognostication has been the cause for quite a bit of
concern among real estate professionals in general and among com-
mercial brokers in particular. ln realitv, the glob.-rl reach and ever-
expanding capabilities of the Inte'rnet represent a myriad of opportu-
nities for forwardJooking commercial realestate brokerages to greatly
enhance their value-added services as well as improving their cost
efficiency. By embracing these new technologies rather than avoiding
them, brokers can turn the Internet into a source of new empower-
m rt instead of a threat of climination.

I s radical as the changr's in the real estate markt't have been over the last 10

fL u"o.t, the timelessness o[ real estate remains int.tct.
The real estate recession o[ the early'90s wreaked financial havoc on

investments saddled with the enormous overbuilding of the 1980s without the
corresponding effective demand. Later in the decade, however, it gave way to
a startling recovery u,ith vastly improved occupancies and double-digit mar-
ket rent increases. ln the prrress, the public markets (REITs and CMBS)
emerged as the catalyst for disciplined and adequate real estate investment
dollars.

And yet, what else is new? Haven't we been there before? For some of us,
more than once in our caree'rs? Some of the same suspects and a few nert'ones,
only a diffe'rent time? The one constant through it all, peaks and valleys, is the
cycle of real estate performance. Market cycles are timeless, and the process is
unlikely to change.

The notion that real estate markets are cyclical is not new. What is new and
significant is the' recognition by informed decision-makers of the importance
of research on the cyclical nature of real estate markets with regard to real estate
values.

The real estate value cycle methodology t'mployed by the Clobal Strategic
Real Estate Group of PricewaterhouseCoopers incorporates both the physical
and capital market re'al estate cycll's through a simple concept. The physical
real estate cycle adclresses real estate economics - the interaction between
supply and demand, in other words, real estate that impacts vacancy rates and
rental rates. The capitaI market real estate. cycle addresses the redistribution of
real estate assets from se'llers to buyers the creation of real estate value
through new construction.

The combination of the physical and capital market real estate cycles occurs
in the formula known to many in tht real estate industry: V = I/R, wherein V
equals value, I equals income, and R equals the cap rate. The physical real estate
cvcle directly impacts the income (i) or real estate assets. If vacancv rates
increase and occupancy declines, rental rates decrease. The multiplication of
occupancy and rent theoretically equals income. The capital market real estate
cycle impacts cap rates (R), which respond to changes in vacancy rates and
changes in income. Real estate cycles impact the bid-ask between sellers and
buyers and new construction by developers and owners.

Computer modeling adds immeasurably to the efficient and accurate
placement of each real estate market by property type and geography in the
proper phase of the full cycle - recession, recovery, e\p.rnsion, and contraction.
Alternativelv, the investor can analyze both the characteristics and trends in I
(income) and R (cap rate) in any given property market to determine where the
market is in the value cycle (Exhibil 7).

RAPID EVOLUTION OF INTERNET
E-COMMERCE CAPABILITIES
Over the past ferv vears a virtual stampede of companies have
stormed on to the Internet in a new and unrelenting "gold rush" to
mine the mother lode of e-commerce. According ttr projections from
Forrester Research, Inc., the online sales of hard goods alone will
reach $'1.3 trillion u,ithin the United States by 2003. Already, the nen,
frontier of e-commerce has proclucecl many undisputed high-profile
successes, such as Amazon.com, eBav, CeoCitie's, and Dcll Computer
Online. At the same time, the excitement generated bv these ner.,r,

online commerce alternatives is continuing to fuel the unrelenting
growth in the number of actively participating Internet users, cur-
rently estimated to include more than 80 million Americans, with
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Exhibit.l

Once the hard work of determining the cvcle
position of the markets under study is completed,
the user can utilize the results as a management tool
for timing strategies, asset management and valua-
tion, portfolio risk assessment, and short- versus
long-term lease decisions, among others. Every real
estate investment needs a stratcgy for a profitable
venture to include timing and an exit notion. Cycle
modeling and analysis provides a tool for such a

strategy.
Changes in the real estate markets are inevitable.

Some will bring back memories of times past; some
may be new wrinkles on old themes. Investors, eager
to avoid a repeat of past mistakes, continue to seek
out advance warnings of future risks to real estate
investments. The good ncws is that more timely
information on real estate markets is available in the
21" Century. And, real estate research provides the
modeling capability in the form of real estate value
cycle analysis that provides a powerful tool to an-
chor investment strate8y.REl
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